
*Use of Milbon products are exclusive to beauty salons in conjunction with the advice of hair designers .

*Unauthorized reproduction, duplication or modification of hairstyles, articles, illustrations, logos etc. listed in this
 publication is prohibited by law.

Fresh
SHERBET SHOWER

Smooth hair and refreshed scalp!
Cool moisturization with sherbet sensation

Check here for 
the video tutorial!

www.milbon.com.my

Fresh Sherbet Shower                            

Cooldown for scalp and body 

 的使用方式How to use 

Shake can horizontally before 
use. Always ensure nozzle 

is facing upwards when using.

Apply on areas of scalp and 
around the ears about 1cm
 away before hand-pressing.

For body use, apply at a distance 
of around 15cm. Please spread 

with palm as it will expand 
in mist form.

Guideline for application:At around 10 areas.
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CAUTION！

After exercise

Greasiness, smell and dryness.
Bid farewell to discomfort!

After coming home While outdoors

Cooldown with 
cool moisturization

Cool and refreshing
 smoothness

Refreshingly cool 
with odor suppression

Before use On scalp On body

Please do not use near fire.

Corn-derived sebum adsorbing powder 
*1 removes excess sebum keeping scalp 
and hair smooth.

Refreshing lemongrass scent 
deepened with ginger and basil.

Cronna Fresh Sherbet Shower 150g

Worried about sweat and greasiness? Enjoy a refreshing
 sub-zero*2  sensation anytime, anywhere!

An essence for the scalp and body, ridding scalp and hair greasiness that arises
 throughout the day with moisturizing sherbet-like Hyaluronic Ice Formula*3

.Giving scalp and hair a smooth finish with sebum
 adsorbing powder while suppressing unpleasant odors 

at the same time.Perfect for cooling down the body as well.
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